
Undertaking cum Declaration 
 

I,……………son/daughter/wife of………………Resident of ………………………………/ in occupation of property bearing 
No.……………do and hereby declare, affirm and undertake as follows:  

OR 

I_______________(AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE/) of M/S ____________ hereby declare, affirm and undertake:  

1. That I have applied to TPDDL for grant of a new temporary electricity connection at the said premises in 
the name of Mr./Mrs…………………OR M/s________________(name of company, etc.) on ……(date)…vide 
request no………………. . That I am the person in-charge of and responsible for the day to day affairs of the 
said premises/company/firm. 
 

2. That I have been informed about obtaining No Objection Certificate or the permission from concerned 
authorities such as Electrical Inspector or local authority etc, in taking this temporary connection  
 

3. That requisite No Objection Certificate (NOC) or permit, as intimated/required for the activity for which 

connection is applied for, is available with me. 

 

4. I unconditionally undertake to keep TPDDL /its officers indemnified against any 

losses/damages/risks/liabilities/claims/risks/liabilities/claims/prosecutions/fines/levies/compensations/

proceedings which TPDDL may be subject to or be made  liable for or made to suffer  as a result of  breach 

of any obligations, commitments made by me  for release of the new connection sought by me, on the 

basis of this Undertaking including any legal or other expenses reasonably  incurred by TPDDL in defending 

itself/ its officers as well as for the cost / compensation(s) to which TPDDL may be subjected to, under any 

law or pursuant to directions of any court/tribunal/authority , if any,  as a result of my failure to comply 

with the terms /conditions of this Undertaking. 

5. This indemnification shall be without prejudice to TPDDL’s right to disconnection of electricity at the above 

premises and initiation of appropriate legal proceedings. 

 

I state that the above statements, declarations are true and correct. TPDDL may accept the present undertaking cum  

declaration and accordingly act upon the same.  

 

In the event, any statement made herein is found to be incorrect at my behest, TPDDL may discontinue supply and 

initiate action(s) as per applicable law against me. 

 

 

Signature of the Registered Consumer/User       

Date:  


